UnUniFi



UnUniFi Protocol is a Layer1 blockchain protocol for providing efficient NFT lending service
through an internal NFT marketplace with Auto DeFi Yield on the Cosmos ecosystem.

WHAT IS UnUniFi?


Once regarded as a fad (for some, it still is), NFTs, digital assets that depict real-world objects, are becoming increasingly popular
within and outside the crypto world.

But with large amounts of capital locked into illiquid NFTs, more people are looking for ways to unlock liquidity without selling their
NFTs.


UnUniFi Protocol is a Layer1 blockchain protocol for providing efficient NFT lending through an internal NFT marketplace with Auto
DeFi Yield on the Cosmos ecosystem. 

There are two main pain points which UnUniFi solves.

At first, Lack of liquidity for NFTs forces the NFT holders can only wait for capital gains.

The second is that Other NFTFi services allow only small amounts to be borrowed against NFTs and for short loan periods.


The value proposition of UnUniFi is that Provide efficient NFT lending services by offering NFT valuations based on solid demand
using an internal NFT marketplace and achieve the benefits: 

- the largest amount of money users can borrow

- the lowest interest rates

- the longest duration of the loan 

for NFT Holders.
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・NFT as collateral (testnet)

・Enable Cosmos IBC

・Serve NFT Price data as one

・PoC of NFT as collateral

・PoC of Intechain Yield
Aggregator

・Enable CosmWasm

・mainnet launch

・Cosmos IBC local test

・Integrate Keplr wallet for Portal

of oracle services

・UnUniFi NFT Title Staking like
Curve war

・List on the CEX

・List on the DEX
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